Friday, October 23 | 1:45 P.M.
Introduction: TIM MURRAY [Director, Society for the Humanities]

2 P.M.
Convenor: MILTON CURRY [Architecture, Cornell]
TEDDY CRUZ [Visual Arts, University of California, San Diego], "Adaptive Architecture"

3 P.M.
Convenor: MARY JACOBS [Society for the Humanities and CRASH, Cambridge University]
KELLER EASTLING [Society for the Humanities and Architecture, Yale], "Disposition"

4:30—6 P.M.
Conversation: DAGMAR RICHTER [Chair, Architecture, Cornell] with TEDDY CRUZ and KELLER EASTLING

6 P.M.
Public Reception

Saturday, October 24 | 9 A.M.

9:15 A.M.
HASTAC Networked
RICHARD GUY [History of Architecture], CLAUDIA COSTA PEDERSON [History of Art], SETH PERLOW [English], RYAN PLATT [Theatre Arts]

10 A.M.
Convenor: BRETT DE BART [Asian Studies, Cornell]
MACHIKO KUSAKABA [Medial Arts, Waseda University, Japan], "Vanishing Borders - Media Art, Design, and Popular Culture in Japan"

11 A.M.
Coffee

11:15 A.M.
Convenor: KEVIN EENSTE [Music, Cornell]
KEVIN HAMILTON [Department of New Media, University of Illinois], "From Legs to Fingers: Relational Mobilities at the Interface"

12:15 P.M. — 1:45 P.M.
Lunch

1:45 P.M.
Convenor: PHOEBE SENGERS [Faculty of Information Science and Department of Science & Technology Studies, Cornell]
GEERT LOVINK [Department of New Media, University of Amsterdam], "Network Cultures"

2:45 P.M.
Convenor: STEPHANIE OWENS [Art, Cornell]
PAUL VANouse [Art, University of Buffalo], "Active Stimulation Feedback Platform"

4:00 P.M.
Thinking Networked Practice
Panel: TIMOTHY MURRAY (Chair), MARIA FERNANDEZ, TIMOTHY CAMPBELL, RENATE FERRO, PRITA MEIER

Co-sponsored by:
THE ROSE GOLDEN LECTURE SERIES
Free and open to the public.